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Abstract

Located in the southernmost part of the country, Nusa Tenngara Timur (NTT) is the

poorest province in Indonesia. Considering existing studies that have argued the positive correlation

between education attainment and poverty reduction—especially through primary education in

developing countries— NTT’s almost universal enrollment in primary education could lead to

potential economic improvement in a country where over half of its population is dependent on

subsistence agriculture. However, a complex set of educational and socio-economic factors in

current NTT society may prevent the community from rising above enduring poverty, and forecasts

a bleak prospect of economic recovery in the near future if the current situation remains.

The outburst interest in Non-formal education (NFE) emerged in the global discourse on

education in the early 1970s from the recognition of the failure of traditional formal schooling to

solve staggering social problems and fulfill basic qualitative education for all. Distinguished from

the institutionalized formal education system, NFE emphasizes flexible, student-centered learning

that is carried outside of formal schooling as complementary education or an alternative. In fact, by

supporting NTT society’s attempt to both break the inter-generational poverty cycle and satisfy the

educational needs of both adolescents and out-of-school youth, various stakeholders have conducted

multi-objective NFE programs for satisfying particular groups’ needs.

Acknowledging the insufficiency of formal education, the Indonesian government has

promoted national policy to integrate NFE in the country’s education agenda since the 1990s. With

its foundational aim of promoting self-reliance in the community, Pusat Kegiatan Belajar
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Masyarakat (PKBM, Community Learning Center) was established, and NFE has been carried out

there. However, as the education in PKBN still follows the conventional school-bound pedagogical

approach, this again could not meet the NTT’s fundamental demand for skills with high

marketability. Meanwhile, various non-governmental stakeholders have conducted multi-purpose

and community-oriented NFE activities, which have resulted in a record of success in terms of

acquisition of human capitals by fulfilling the educational needs of NTT people and enhancing

practical skills.

In this context, this paper seeks to examine the impact of various stakeholders’ NFE

programs implemented in NTT society. Their NFE programs are divided into five categories

according to major features of the programs – agriculture training, general vocational training,

children literacy program, vocational training for women, and equivalency education. Based on the

understanding of current NTT society through statistical data, the NFE programs are then examined

by applying a strategic “Put Oneself in Another’s Shoes” analytical approach to perceive the

consequential influences entailed from NFE to NTT from wide, multitude angles. The analysis is

thus carried out by putting on five different shoes in total (i.e. five different angles) – age base,

gender base, geographical base, individual vs. society base, and contextual base, indicating both

positive impacts and some necessary improvements. The study concludes that the various NFE

programs complemented/supplemented the defaults of formal schooling through NFE’s major

characteristics of locally relevant, practical, and the student-centered approach. Hence, this paper


